Buku

1. Rachman, Ali M.A 2013 . *Membangun Kembali Dunia Baru Indonesia (To Rebuild The New World of Indonesia).* Bogor, Indonesia: Bogor Agricultural University (IPB) Press. This book is an application of anthropology and human ecology theory. It is an anthropological perspective on “Moral cares (key to) Pease” Data collection be based on five more year field work experiences from Temuan Orang Asli ethnic groups in Paya Lebar, Ulu Langat and Malay of Indonesia Migrant of East Coast Sumatra to Selangor region of Malaysia and Jambi of East Coast Suku Anak Dalam (SAD) Sumatra of Indonesia. I suggest this book is good an example for discussing negative impact globalization values and norm tward any nation and country after World War II. Content of this book is mostly analyses attitude and behviour leaders of the country change to mis tract of guidance from their country founding fathers..

2. Rachman, Ali M.A 2012 . *RUMAS (Pengetahuan BaRU bagi Kesejahteraan MASyarakat. Suatu Peranan Penting Universitas ( New Knowledge andCommunity Welfare, An Important Role of university).* Bogor, Indonesia: Bogor Agricultural University(IPB)Press. This book is an idea to encourage students and social reseacher to combine a number of sources of knowledge from (1)academician of universities themselves, (2)evaluation of universities activities, (3) experimental design, (4) traditional knowledge and (5) combination or integration traditional knowledge at point (4) and modern knowledge i.e: merger point (1), (2) and (3) in order to discover New Knowledge by University for community welfare. This book is also to encourage students use model and measurement in order to determind data collection and focus of their research by crucial essential elements of research i.e. (a)research question, (b)research problems, (c) research objective and (d) research utility.)